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The EU General Affairs Council approved "in principle"
during its meeting in Luxembourg on 4 October the modalities for
structural dlstoguc wi& the assoclated countrles of CEEC. This
is judged as a key step in the process urhich would lead to the
adoption of a strategl to integrate the associated countries into the
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European Union. The discussion was based on the strates/
proposal transmitted to the Council by the Qe66ffi6a this
summer, and on the German Presidenq/s "non-paper". The
"Non-Paper" concentrated on that part of the Commission's
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Strategr proposal which deals with the Creation of a Structured

EUENYIRONMENTCOUNCIL'

Oiabgiie and propoces ooncrete meetings

as

weli

as

modalities for

their preparation.
Several preparatory meetings held during Septemberin the

CounciPs working group "Central Europe" revealed that while
there is a strong oommon will to accelerate the integration of
CEEC into the EU, the individual Member Countries continue to
raise various questions and demand that further analytical work by
the Commission is performed.
We have suggested in the last issue that the discussions in
the Council on et-5 October would be more or less an exclange of
views and that more decisive discussions should be e:rpected only
at the ne:d meeting of the General Affairs Couacil on October 31.
Neverthelesg the last Council reconfrmed the need for a prc'
acoesslon strategr and it has also become clear that the Commis-

sion

will present a "Whttc Paper" by the end of the French

Presidency, in June 1995. In words of Sir Leon Brittan, the EU's
orperience has shown that closer economic ties required much
more than a simple lifting of customs duties. Thus the goal of the
(
"White Paper will bE to highlight the provislons which shape the
EU's Internal Market and which wlll need to be gradually adopted
by the associaied countries seeking accesslon.
An article on "ElJ Competition Policy and Central and
East European Countries" published in this issue tries to outline
the process of adoption in the field of competition policy and state
aids.
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Tte discussion in the Council
tion of CEEC on accession is firstly

a

suggested that the prepara-
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matter for the authorities of

these countries. Some member countries made it clear that in this
(couinuedon pqe 2)
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context the adoption of EU common policies to
rrequirtments of the acceding countries shall not be
considercd. Sir l-eon Brittan put this in his statement
following the Council Meeting in somewhat milder
form and said that the provisions of the Internal
Market highlighted by the White Paper for gradual
adoptionbytheassociated countrieswouldalloweach
of the associated countries to establish a timetable
and prlorities adapted to their situation in order to
be ready for accession when it comes. The EU, for its
part will thus be able to monitor the process.
The Commission has already managed to
supply the Council with at least seven analytical
papers on different topics involved in the proposal to
set up a pre-accession strategy. During the Council
Meeting individual ministers restated their earlier
calls for further analytical papers, which were not yet
supplied by the Commission. The key one is the
repeatedly requested study on the impact of the
accession of associated countries on the ELJ's common agricultural policy.
The analytical papers already supplied to the
Council include details of aligring the European
Agreements concluded with Bulgaria and Romania
with Europe Agreements concluded with the four
central European countries; analysis of the multian-

a diflicult discussion on compensation. Hungarian
Foreigr Minister Kovac said to us that this will not
mean a renegotiation of the trade part of the Europe
Agreement, but that compensatory improvements in
market access will be necessary. It is believed in
Brussels that the German Presidency seeks compensation in the form of accelerated liberalis ation of tradc
in krtiles, and in full liberalisation of tradc in steel,
occurring not on 1 January 1996, but one year earlier.
The Commission is requested to make an additional
effort in presenting the study on the cumulation of
origin which was requested in the conclusions of the
Copenhagen Summit.
During the last Council, French minister Mr.
Alain Jupp6 called for a separate discussion on the

problem

of security and

requested an additional

White Paper on WEU.
In this context the agreement "in principle" on
the structured dialogue shall be seen as an important

step forward together with the intensity and the
political will in which the respective bodies e:ramine
the individual above mentioned documents. The
process offers assurances that it will result in important decisions at the Essen Summit in early December.

The Council Meeting on 31 October shall
of therefore be more substantial. This suggestion is also
an eventual decision to abandon the L5% limit in supported by the seriousness in which the meeting
Phare for financing of investments in associated with the foreigrr ministers of the six associated councountries; the analysis of inter-regional economic tries is being prepared. The Hungarian Foreign Afcooperation, as well as analysis of macroeconomic fairs Minister emphasised to us that the joint meeting
assistance etc. The Commission is believed to be also with the EU Council will be the first one in which the
working on the analysis of the necessary adaption of associated countries could influence the discussion
EuropeAgreements to the UruguayRound results, as within the Council. It will be the first time that the
well as an analysis of the necessary adaption of the ministers will meet one day before the Council's
Europe Agreements to the situation of the current meeting and not afterwards, as has been the case in
nual programming for Phare; analysis of the impact

enlargement. These two adoptionscould in fact mean

the

past.

.

ITALUN ANTONIO IUURTINO THINT$ THAT NEGOTUTIONS FORA EUROPMN
AGREEMENTWTTH SLOYENA MIGH.T BEGIN SOON
Italian Foreip MinisterAntonio Maftinonotedinaspeechbefore an ltalianparliontentarycommittee
that, since there has been progress in the Slovenian attitudc, the negotiation of a "European agreement" with
this former republic of Yugoslavia might soon be initiated. Mafiino, after a seies of tallcs with Slovenian
leaden, was satisfiedwith the decisions taken about changes in the Constitution that wouldbe swiftty approved
in order to allow the purchase of land and dwellings in Slovenia by foreigrcn, and wos also able to signal
progress on the ltalian claim that former ltalian owners should get some of their asseis in Slovenia back. But
bilateral negotiations between ltaly and Slovenia which could lost four or five months are still needed, even
if the General Affairs Council of
October could already approve the mandate authoizing the Europeon
Commission to negotiate a "European agreement".

jl
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EU'S COMPETITION

POLIUAND CENTMLAND

EA,STERN EUROPE

The process of occession of associated countries of central md
eastem Europe will much depend on the speed in which the associated
counties could be fully integrated into the intemal mo*et. This forcsees
their adoption of ke "acquis communuttaire". However, before accessiory
the associated countries could be able to benetit from a'7vi& European
ma*et" in a similo.rwoy os the EFTA countries havebeen included inthe
EU intemal mu*et and wherc obstocles to trodc such as anti-dumping ond
anti-subsidy duties do not apply.

The principal competition
This at least which seems to
be the aim of the European Com- rules are contained in the Europe
mission, and it has already made a Agreements. These provisions are
significant effort in finalising its basicallythe provision of the Rome
proposal to the European Council Treaty and it is stated that "any
which will be held in Essen in early practice contrary to this Article (ie
December.
Competition Article) shall be asThe Commission's docu- sessed on the basis of criteria arisrng
ment on "Preparing the ossociated from the application of the rules of
countries for occession" points out Articles 85, 86, aad T2 of the EC
that it will be inevitable that on Treat/'. Paragraph 3 of the same
accession, each associated country Article requests that the Associaadopts the "acquis commun- tion Coundil adopts, within thrcc
autaire" which exists at that time. yeans of the entry into force of the
However, soacalning the stage of Agrtements, the necessa4r lmplepre-negotiation for accession dur- mentaryrules. Until such rules are
ingwhich, for example anti-dump- adopted each party may deal on
ing and safe-guard measures have their respective territories with

What has been alreadydone:
It seems that in the case of

competition rules applied to
undertakings the biggest progress

has been achieved so far with
Poland.

DG IV of the European
Commission, which is responsible

for competition policy, and the
Polish Anti-monopoly office already prepared" in 193, the first
draft of the rules, and this draft
was submitted to the Joint Committee and approved already in
January 194. Following the entry

into force of the full Europe
Agreement in Februarythis year,
the rules are noc/ being incorporated and reconlirmed in the text
of the Europe Agreement.
Similar progress has been
made this year with Hungary,
Bulgaria and Slovakia. Drafts of
the rules have been submitted to
the joint bodies set up under Interim Agreements and the texts

are now at the stage of the ap
the practices incompatible to Articles proval. A similar process also
Commission's document states 85, 86, and V2 of the EC Treaty, started recently with the Czech

special importance,

according to their respectlve
tlon, state aids and other relevant legislation. The paragraphs which
that "the stnengthenlng of competl-

parts of the acquis Gommun- follow then stipulate
autalrc which arr rrclated to the
internal market will help to eliminate the need for anti-dumping
and safeguard action".
The final document which
will be presented to the EU Heads

derogations
5 years

(for example during the first

the associated countries are treated
as EU less developed areas as con-

cerns the granting of public aid).
But paragraph 6, and its indent 2

Republic. It is believed in Brussels
thatby the end of thisyear the telils
of implementing rules will be

approved with all six associated
countries of central and eastern
Europe.

Importance of lmplementing
rules:
The importance of the
of State and Government at Essen plementing rules, the injured party
implementing
rules is that on the
would indicates that the European may take (after consultation within
hand
the association agreeUnion maintalns its commerrcial the Association Council) appropri- one
ments apply Community competipolicy instruments until the asso- ate measures.
In the case ofthe four associ- tion rules on practices incompatciated countries have been integrated into the internal markel ated countries from central Europe ible to the EU legislatioq on the
This infact meansuntil suchtime as the transition period of three years other hand the associated counthey apply the EU rules of compe- during which the enforcement rules tries have their own competition
tition policy and the rules on state are to be adopted will expire soon. laws. Each party for the time being
aid, and at the same time a proper The framework of Joint Commit- applies their own laws, but the
procedure is established which tees set up under the provisions of proper application of principles of
guarantees that the rules are en- the Interim Agreements has been the EU competition rules shall be
(conttnued onpge 4)
forced.
used for drafting such rules.
states that in the absence ofsuch im-
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assured through cooperation procedure which is dealt with by the
implementing rules.
In principle the implementing rules deal with three situations:
European Commission
and the associated country's Antimonopoly office have jurisdiction
in the same case.
- a case in which only one

-

authority is competent (ie either
the European Commission, or associated countr/s respective competition authority), but measures
taken by such authority affect substantially the intenest of the party
whose anti-monopoly office is not
competent in this case.
- none of the Authorities of
both Parties is competent in the

particular case.
The process ofthe adoption
implementing rules indicated
that in case 1 (ie competition bodies
of b<ith Parties are competent for a
particular case), the solution has
of the

been found mainly along the example given by the already existing

agreement on competition policy
between the European Union and
the United States.

Thus the parties will proceed with the notification of cases

In the case 2 (oniy one Au- economy, the associated countries
thority is competent), similar prin- of central and eastern Europe do
ciples are being used and it is clear not have the budgetary means to
that this case offers a much bigger pay large subsidies, and also do not
scope for the posltlve comity in the have the inclination to do so.
situation of violation of interest of
However,there is a pressure
the Party whose authority is not from the EU industry and agriculcompetent in the case.
ture sector to speed up the impleSpecialists of the European mentation of the rules on state aid.
Commission say that case 3 (no It is being said that while the ussoAuthority of the two Parties is ciated countries currently do not
competent) is rather difficult to have sufficient budgetarymeans to
imagine, but nevertheless the rules provide huge subsidies, they have
still provide for the possibility to alrcady developed and continue to
discuss such cases in the Associa- expand a network ofvarious sup
tion Council'\vithout prejudice to port mechanisms such as tax rethe rights of EU Member States". liefs, non-pursual ofdebt owed to
The rules concerning un- the state etc, which will bc classldertakings allow that the principles fied as state aids ln the EU.
of EU block exemptions shall be
The policy which will be
taken over by the associated coun- submitted for approval by the Eutries. There will alsobe rules assur- ropean Council will include the
ing confidentiality and full coop- requirement that the EU and the
eration in the cases of merger con- associated countries speed up their
trol.
cooperative effort in this field so
In order to discuss one of that number of steps aiming at
thelatest developments inthe "EU transparency of aid and at impleblock exemption" we discuss in a menting state aid controls compatseparate article the case of car dis- ible to the EU rules in the medium
tribution.
term.
The policy is that the ComState Aids :
mission and the relevant bodies of
In this area the cooperation the Associated Countries speed up
between the EU institutions and work in drawing up of an inventorT

to the respective authorities, will
exchange information, and will the competent bodies of the associ- of staie aids. The Commission
hold consultations. DG IV of the ated countries has progressed sig- backed by PHARE technical assisEuropean Commission indicated nificantlyless than inthe case of the tance will provide the necessary
the possibility of a recourse to the competition rules applied to un- expertise and financial aid.
"principles of negative and positive dertakings. On the one hand, the
comit/'. This in principle will mean associated countrieshave not been
that for example the EC Commis- keen on taking an initiative in this
sion may request the associated field, on the other hand, the provicountry to exercise restraint in the sions of the Europe Agreement
application of its law, or even to give lenient treatment to the state
take positive action, ifcertain prac- aids carried out by the associated
tices incompatible to the EU com- countries, provide for longer tranpetition rules seriously affect EU sition periods and many exempinterest. This procedure will thus tions.
guarantee that conflicts among the
It is also felt in the EU that
parties over the implementation of in their current economic situation
competition rules would be and under the economic policy
brought to theAssociation Council aiming at the transition from the
only as a last resort.
state-economy to free market

Once this inventory of state
aid is available, the Commission's
experience with the problems of
state aids and their control in the
countries which have been accessing the Community could be used
to define the individual tlpes of aid
and to draw the limits which could
be considered as suitable for the
very concrete situation of the associated countries of central and eastern Europe.
There is likely to be a request that each associated country

empowers

a

single authority to
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monltor and control all state aids. avoid disturbing measures. It is clear appropriate caseq without inpedThe concrete task for this author' that the use of anti-dumping and lng any anti-dumping procoedings
itywill be to asses cach aid scheme safe-guard measures creates politi- which have atready startd thc
considered in the associated coun- cal problems and slows donrn the Commlsslon could conslder
try according to the obligations benefits from the gp\dng markets agrretng not to use antldumplng
measures ln nov, f[ture cases
which result from the Europe integration.
r+terc
the sgreed actlon has been
European
Commission
The
determine
also
to
Agreement, and
fully
lmplemented".
increase
proposes
in
order
to
that
considered
if the state aid scheme
potentially compatible to Article
92 of the EC Treatywhich gives the
rules on state aid. Consequently,
before this evaluation has been
made by this appropriate single
authority, no final authorisation of
the state aid scheme can be given.
is

The European Commission seems to realise that the area

of state controls is not only very
sensitive politically, but that in
particular, this is an area where
awareness of the problem needs to
be strengthened and above all, a
change of mentality will lirstly
have to come.

Spirit ofcooperation :
Both the associated countries of central and eastern Europe
and the European Union share the

These proposals are still
awareness of the problem, for exby the Cound
considered
EU
sets
up
a
being
aids,
the
ample of state
will
discuss
them durpolicy
which
again
training
proper competition
meeting
October
31.
ing
its
next
on
programme in each associated coun-

try and that this

programme is It is expected that during the joint

funded by PHARE and supported by meetingwith the foreign ministers

in

EU of the associated countries, which
will be held on the same dan the
Member States.
The Commission's paper principles of the new policy will
states that "for cases in sensitive alsobe discussed.There is a strong
sectors the associated countries probability that the European
should be offered the option to Council held under the German
undertake a joint analysis with the Presidency in early December
Commission". The proposal alteady would approve the policy whid in
put by the Commission to the EU the field of competition and state
Council of Foreign Ministers de- aids, could allowby the late 190s
mands that the Council approves a the forgoingby the EU of the use of
policy which will allow that "the commercial depence instruments
Commission would accept not to use against the associated country
qouatsrvailing duties against vetted which would offer slmilar and
cases, to the extent that the policY compatible guarantecs agnlnst
conclusion of the joint analysis are unfair competition rvhich exist

competition authorities

will to prepare well the forthco6ing accession process and to fully implemented. Furthermore, in inside the Single

Marlret.

r

EU ENWRONMENT COUNCIL
The President of the Council, Klaus Tiipfer,

At the recent Council on the Environment
(6-TOctober) inLuxembourg ajoint group of e:rperts
was charged with examining the &aft "Conclusions"
concerning a "structured dialogue" to be set up in
the field of the environment between the EU and

said it was particularly appropriate that environment
ministers should have priorityin establishing the bases
of structured dialogue as they are often called upon to

Bulgariq Hungary Poland, Romania,

systematically, he said, and results willbesubmittedto

Slovakia
to
This
was
simultaneous
and the Czech Republic.
the
of
the General Affairs Council's approval

examine cross-border issues. Work will be continued

the European Council of Essen. 1f,s aim, said
Mr Tilpfer, is to ensure sustainable development in

Europe, preserve the natural heritage, andprevent accidents on industrial sites. The question of cooperacountries.
It was the first meeting of "structured dia- tion in global issues such as the climate was also
logue" launched after the Copenhagen and Corfu discussed, as well as transport infrastructures. The
summits. The ministers of the countries that have associate countries all expressed ooncern about the
concluded their accession tothe Union and represen- need for financial cooperation in the management of
tatives of the EIB and EBRD also took part. This environmental projects. Commissioner Paleokrassas
meeting allowed for discussion with a view to prom ot- pointed out that, under the Phare programme,
environmental
ing the coherent implementation of European asso- Ecu337m had been devoted
ciation agreements in the environmental field. Con- projects, that is, lzqo ofthe overall resouroes budget

general principle of structured dialogue with these

to

clusions reached were unanimous.

fot 19%/94.
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Regarding the approximation of environ- environment policy by stating that the free market
mental standards, Mr Ttipfer confirmed that the economy system now in force in the Czech Republig
question of derogations had been raised by associate and the process of privatization and existence of
countries, but he felt that the impact of such standards
should be examined before this kind of approach is

taken into consideration. According to the Czech
Minister, Frantisek Benda, the question is not always
to realigr the rules of these countries at higher levels
given that legislation is often similar in East European
countries and sometimes even stricter.

Nevertheless, it seems that Mr. Benda, the
Czech Minister for Environment, had to return to
Prague with a strong feeling of support from the 12
member countries of the European Union and the
four acceding EFIA countries. His problem was that
only a few days before the joint Council Meeting the

Czech Government refused to consider the draft
environment policy submitted by Mr. Benda. This
draft environment policy was more or less based on
the EU rules and experience, and many of these points
were unanimously accepted by the associated countries duringthe joint meetingwith the EU. The Czech
Premier Minister Mr. Vaclav Klaus justified in

September

the refusal to consider the

specific

private owners, are the best guarantees for the proper
environment protection, and not some rules and legislation imposed by the bureaucrats.
The "Conclusions" adopted at the joint meeting amounted to a total of 15 points.
The ministers who attended the meeting recognised the need to adopt the advanced environmental standards and to harmonize the environmental legislation of the associated countries with
that in force in the EU. One of the conclusions
indicated the readiness of the associated countries to
apply progressively and enforce the EU rules on car
pollution (exhaust gas and noise pollution). There
was also an agreement to investigatethe possibilities

of reduction of long distance truck trafhc and to
promote the reorientation of long-distance transport
towards ways which are less harmful for the environment (combined transport, railways etc.) There was
also an agreement to cooperate in the development

of

strategy which would allow the stabilization of CO2
emrssrons.

EC SUPPORT FOR ENWRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN ESTONIA,
SLOVENA

I./ffYA AND

In appreciation of the increased awareness of the importance of environmental protection in Estonia,
its assistance for environmental protection in these
counties.It has decidedto allocate Ecu2.SmforEstonia tobeusedforprojects peftainingto the introduction
of environmental sustainability into forestry, fish and peat exploitation.
Ecu2.5m has been allocated to Lania for projects conceming the redtrction of poltution levels enter-

Latvia and Slovenia, the EC will substantialty increose

ing the Baltic Sea.
Ecu 2mhasbeen allocatedto Sloveniaforenerg)programmes coveingfundingforprojects conceming
inter alia, Preparatory studies related to energt saving strateg) and clean coal studies,
In addition, Ecu3m has been allocated to Estonia, Ecu3m to Latvia and Ecu4m to Lithuanio
for
vocational training and educational reform

programmes.
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ON OWTARD PROCESSING OF TEXTILES

In recent issues we placed data is also given indicating the October 5-6 could only conclude
considerable attention on the importance of these flows for EU that it is not yet able to find the
Commission proposal made to commercial relations with the as- necessary qualified majority votc
Council in earlyJuly to implement sociated countries).
to approve the proposal from the
a conclusion made during the
The Council failed to adopt Commission. However, it is felt

to "exempt this proposal in July and the Comfrom customs duties, from the mission adopted a somewhat
beginning of 1994, products con- modified proposal for the followcerned by outward processing ing Council meeting. However, the
operations (cf No 54, pp.5-6 where EU General Affairs Council of
Copenhagen Summit

that the forthcorning

Council

meeting on October 31, will finally
give its approval and the decision
could thus be presented to the for-

eign ministers

of the

associated
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countries during
the same date.

a

meeting held on

sions. Consequently the modified

undertmk the task to formulate a
new global proposal so that the
tions to products not covered by approval could come during the
quotas and this was to be applied Council meeting of October 31, or
retroactively from January t 1994. during Council scheduled for
This also meant an effective and November ?3-29 at the latest.
proposal extended the tariffexemp

During the Council meeting at the beginning of October
four member countries fully sup-

ported the proposal from the
Commission and requested its preferential separation of the associated countries from the other
rapid approval.
Readers will recall that in countries involved.
However, just before the
July the Council was to approve
the proposal from the Commis- meeting some 6 member countries,
sion on measlues which will har- while supporting the conclusions of
monise terms under which the the Copenhagen Summit to improve
member states may allow their the access for finished textiles origiclothes producers to send unfin- natlng in the associated countries,
ished garments abroad for further were not in a full agreement on the
processing, and then allow the proposal that the associated counfinished products to return to the
EU without restrictions. This was
not adopted and the Commission,
in order to speed the adoption,

ties be treated separately. These six

Following the Council's
meeting itwas believed that Belgium was ready to cast favorable
vote and state its precise position
(see No 54) in the minutes of the
meeting. The Belgian vote would
allow the neoessary qualified majority vote in favor to be reached.
However, Belgium preferred not

to make its declaration official
until the Court of Justice has made
its opinion on the question of responsibilities raised in the context
of the ratification of the Uruguay

countries were Spain, Portugal,
Greece, [reland, France and Belgium. But it is believed that some Round. Thus everything is now
modified the proposal so that it changed their position during the set for approval by the end of
related only to the tariff conces- meeting. The German Presidency October.
r

EU POLTU TOWAIIDS CROATU
TheEwopeanUnionis considcingacautiousimprovanentinrelolionswithCtootia,

udthispoliq

is lil@ly to culminate by stgntng of a Cooperation and Tmdc Agreement sometime in 1N5.
Mr. Hans Von den Broeh the Commissioner responsible for Foreign Political Relations, told the
Eumpean Porlianent's Committee of Foreign Affairs and Secui$, thal the time hos come to qlorc ke
possibility of intensifyingrelations with Croatia. The Commission onnounced thatit was goingto propose
to the EU Council of Ministen that e?loratory talks with Croatia should be hel{ in view of not onty including
Croatia in the EU's Pha.re assistonce progmrnme and in the Tempus Progranme, but also in
negotiating a
od
similar to that which now qists between the EU and
Slovenia.
The Commissioner, however, mode it clear, that these developments are conditional on the human
ights situation in Croatia and by favorable developments in respect of freedom of the press and inlormation
in general.
Together in Europe recalls that the Trade and Coopenxion Agreement will be a non-prcfercntial
aryement based on MFN-treatment and GATT provisions, but which will improve the access of Ooatian
products (judged semi-sensitive and sensitive) on the EU modcct. It is likcly to contain a Financial Prilocol
which would help to finance development of infrastructure in Croatia, and in patticular projecu in favour
of improved transit of goods. The provisions of the Cooperation Agreement would also fundamentally
improve the secuity forloreig investors in Croatia.
The European Union is the pincipal trade paftnerfor Croatia. Croatia's trade data indicate that during
the ftnt eight months of 1994 the country's eryofis were wofth $2.4 billiort, of which eryofis a the EU
amounted to $1.2 billion (and etcports to Germany were wofth over $0.5 billion). While Cruuia\ imports
so far this year declined imports from the EU eryandcd. In particular imports from Germany eryandcd by
15.5Vo ddnglanuary-August. This permitted Germany to overtake ltaly as the most important sowee of
imports. Impons from ltuly were wofth $553 million duing the fint 8 months o{ this

fi&

vi*'of

Cryain

year.
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DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE EC
A MAIONTY OF FINNS YOTES IN FAYOUROFTOINING THE EUROPEAN TTNION
A forthight, if not mossive, mojoity of Finnish people approved
referendum, the country's accession to the
European Union. Finns (74Vo of them went to the polls) were asked to
say 'Jrcs" or "no" to accession along the terms negotiated by their
govemment and the present Union memben; 57%o of them answered
'les", ond 43Vo "no". A vote in the Finnish Parlionent will still
be necessary to conftrm this response, since the referendum is onty
consultative, but president Athisaad said that the referendum's
result engaged both govemment and Parliament politically as well
os morally (the vote in the Finnish Parliament will take place at a date
yet to be decided). Many obsenen, of coune, immediately drew from
lhe Finnish "vote" positive conclusions for the referenda to be held
in Sweden on November li ond in Noruoy on November 2$ but
president Delon, asked about the outlook in those two counties, said
that he prefemd to be "more cautious".

at the 16 October

their professional future. To this
group of people, he said that
an isolated Finland would be
even less able to maintain in the
future special protection regimes
or advantages for its own people.

I

realize that some groups, such

as farmers, are worried,

and

"indeed a farmer that I met there
showed me that he was not at
all convinced by the compensations

that were agreed upon during
the accession negotiations", noted

Mr Delors.
Klaus Hinsch, the President of the European Parliament,

Norwegian and Swedish
leaders themselves, though,
were more optimistic after
Finland's referendum. After
this, said Swedish Prime
Minister Ingar Carlsson, I would
be very surprised if my own
country could go on being on
the sidelines of Europe. And
in Norway polls showed that
46% of. the people would say
"yes" to accession to the European

and prosperity were

stressed

by many leaders, such as

majority

to see that a

of Finns had seized

Danish Prime Minister Poul the opportunity to "pass through
Nyrup Rasmussen, who said that open door", and said that
the Finnish vote was a "very he expected their full contribution
important political sr$al for to the decisions that will be taken
Northern Europe and for the in 19!}6 concerning the strengthening and the democratization
whole of Europe".
of the Union; "I believe that
European Commission the qualities embodied by Finland
President Jacques Delors, payrng
tribute
the Finnish people

to

Union if the Finnish and Swedish for having be able to forge
response is positive. Many of their own identity at very adverse
those who welcomed the outcome times, assured them that this
of the Finnish referendum also identity would not be lost in
stressed that, because of this the larger Union to which
enormously important political they would belong in the future.
decision, Finland would gain All of you are both Finnish and
influence and a bigger role at European, he said, stressing
the heart of Europe.

was very pleased

that Europe does respect diversity
and the nation-State.

President Athisaari, speaking on television, said that he
And, while stating his
was convinced of that, and noted respect for each single vote,
that accession does not mean President Delors said that he
a jump in the dark, but joining a thought that the Finns who
decision-making process which had voted "no" had done it
r+'ill be decisive for the future of not only for fear of losing
the whole Continent. The positive their identity, but also because
irnpact on security, stability their personal uncertainty about

- its unswerving

commitment to

democracy andto humanrights, its
openness and its internationalism -

will make a very positive contribution to the European LJnion", he
declared.

Pauline Green, the leader
of the Socialist Groupin the Euro-

pean Parliament, also expects
much from the new Members in
terms of openness, democratization, social dialogue, and the leader
of the Liberal Group, Gijs de Vries,
stressed the security aspect, noting
that, with Finland's accession, the
European Union will have a 1,3(X)

kilometer border with Russia, and
that this will make a real common
foreign and security policy more
necessary than

ever.
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THE EUROPD4N PARLUMENTS I/OTE ON THE NEW COMMISSION MIGH.T BE
DELAWDIND THE DELORS COMMISSION ILIAYIUWTO STAY IN CIURGEIINTIL
THE END OF IANUARY 1995
The delay in the designation of the two ltalian
Members of the European Commission, as well as the
need towait for the designation of the Commissioners
from the expected four new Member States (though
Norway, even if its referendum is only in over a month,
has already announced that, in case of a "yes" vote, its
European Commissioner would be Thorvald Stolten-

berg) might induce a postponement of European
Parliament's vote on the inauguration of the new
European Commission chaired by Jacques Santer.

hsftsa up, this time into four portfolios, with
Hans van den Broek in charge of relations with
Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, Sir l-eon Brittan responsible for relations with
the United States and J"paq as well as for relations
with the G7 and for GATT issues, Edith Cresson
agein

gettrng perhaps the jobs for the Mediterranean, and
another Commissioner getting Development aid and

Lom6 (but present Vice-President Manuel Marin,
who is in charge of Lom6, apparently seems to prefer
keeping I-atin America together with the Mediterra-

This might mean that the present Commission
chaired by Jacques Delors will have to manage nean). Industry should remain with Martin
"current affairs" until the end of January 1995, in- Bangemann, while the economic and monetary portstead of stepping down on January 6, as originally folio might also be split, with maybe the French Mr de
foreseen.

Belgian Christian Democrat Fernand Herman, who was asked by the European Parliament's
institutional committee to make suggestions on the
new procedure for the investiture of the next Commission, thinks it would be perfectly possible fof the
Delors Commission to be in charge for a longer, but
only slightly longer, period. This would give
Parliament's committees the time to organize the
hearings that they have insisted upon with the desig-

nated Commissioners.

Mr Herman would

prefer

il1es,s f,earings to take place in public (with the
possibility of some exceptions), and to concentrate on

the political priorities ofthe candidates, rather than
on personal questions. Parliament would embark on

this exercise for the first time, and Mr Herman
stressed the need to hold a limited number of hearings, without formal votes on the single candidates.
This vote, he said, will take place in the plenary on the
Commission as a whole, given the collective nature of

the European Commission.
In the meantime, speculations on the distribuportfolios in the new Commission go on,
of
tion
particularly as far as foreign relations are concerned.
Thus, one rumour is that this portfolio would be yet

Silguy, who was years ago in Mr Ortoli's iabinet at the
European Commissioq in charge of monetary affairs

(also coveted though, by a likely ltdian Commissioner, Professor Monti, of the Bocconi Universityin
Milan). Meanwhile, Karel Van Miert, the Belgian
Commissioner who will stay on in the neit Commission and who now has competition policy as his major
responsibility, said in an interview: "My portfolio,
personnel and administration is available: this is my
contribution". At the same time, Mr Van Miert, who
"dear$' hopes that the 196 Conference will decide
that the Commission's members should be elected
either within the European Parliament or in national
Parliaments, finds that Mr Santer has a dfficult job,
since he has to distribute probably2l Commissioners
posts held until nowby 17 people, and since there are
"several heavyrveights", among the new as well as the
old Commission's Members.
Anyvay,Jacques Santer still has the intention
of coming to an agreement in principle on the distribution of portfolios at the meeting that he has convened with his future collegues in a castle in Luxembourg on 29 and 30 October, despite the remaining

uncertainty about

the Swedish and

Norwegian

referenda.

EU INTENDS TO CIANGE RULES ON CARDISTRIBWION
In early October the European Commission acting on the initiative of Commissioner K. Van Miert,
responsible for competition, approved a preliminary draft regulation over the selective distribution of motor
vehicles in the Community. When this regulation will be finally approved, probably towards the end of the
first half of 195, it will extend (but also change) for ten years the "block exemption by categor/'which will
expire at the end of June 1995. Mr. Van Miert stressed that the arguments of the parties directly concerned
(manufacturers, distributorsand consumers) had alreadybeenassessed at lengthbyhimself

andbyt*ffft
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and that the current project respects in a balanced manner all the

interests justified. Therefore, even

following advisory procedures, he
believes that the text will remain as

it

is.

The "block

exemption'

means that for a specific category
of products it is possible not to fully

apply the EC rules of competition
as provided for in the EEC Treaty.
In the case ofselective distribution
the exemption concernstheban on
concerted agrcements, exemption
based on Article 85 paragraph 3 of
the EEC Treaty.
This "block exemption" on

selective motor vehicle distribution is probably the one which is
more known by the non-specialised public.
In the article on "ELI'S

The main changes to the
have been considerable. While
motor manufacturing is relatively current Regulation:
1) Strengthening the comconcentrated the manufacture
of components, distribution and mercial independence of dealers.
motor vehicle repair - all also a So as to give dealers (most of
major source of activity and whom are SMEs) greater indeemployment - are based on a pendence vis-i-vis manufacturers,
network of SMEs throughout the the Commission proposes the
territory of the Union. The single following:
- allowing the dealer to sell
market exists, and the consumer
must be able to benefit from it by competing products (multidealermakinguse of the wider choicenow
available. Direct sales by the

ship) provided that this is done on
separate promises, under separate

manufacturers are developing as management and that there can
well as repairs by independent be no possible confusion between
the makes. The manufacturer
repairers.
The Commission has since can terminate the contract if
1985 taken action in a large number the dealer wishes to distribute
of cases involving abuse of the other makes, provided that the
block exemption and consisting in termination is based on objective
particular in refusals to grant war- criteria. An arbitration procedure
ranties, issue certificates of confor- is provided for, to settle disagree-

mity or supply vehicles, so as to ments. Allowing multidealerships
ated Countries of central and prevent dealers from supplying should give dealers greater
eastern Europe" we pointed in vehicles outside their contract ter- independence vis-i-vis manufacCompetition Policy and Associ-

the part dealing with competition
implementing rules applicable to
undertakings, that it is proposed
that these rules also provide
that the principles of EC block

ritories.

description of the draft of changed

entirely attributed to currency fluc- arbitration in the event ofdisagreetuations (n.5% of European mo- ment;

turers;

- the joint setting by
larly analyzed price differentials the manufacturer andthe dealer of
between various types of cars sales targets based on previous
within the Union. The last survey, sales and forecasts of future
exemption shall be taken over carried out in May 1994 revealed sales. Previously, the sales
by the associated countries. continuing large price differences targets were decided by the manuWe hope that the following which cannot by any means be facturers. Provision is made for
regulations on car distribution
will allow readers in the associated

The Commission has regu-

- the extension of the
dels show prices differences of
countries to appreciate how more than ?iVobetween Member minimum duration of agreements
between manufacturers and dealthe take over of the EC block States).
exemptions could change their
Several dozen formal com- ers from four to five years and
daily lives.
plaints are currently being exam- the extension of the period of
Experience so fan Follo- ined by the Commission, together notice for termination from one
wing ten years of implementing with a large number of oral com- to htro years, so as to ensure
Regulation 123/85, the Commission has carried out a detailed review and has analyzed developments in the industry.
The motor vehicle industry
is the leading industry in the Union.

plaints. The practices complained
of include refusals to sell, refusals
to grant guarantees, the penalization of consumers purchasing outside their Member State, a ban on

better protection of dealers' investments;
a ban on the inclusion
of anti-competitive clauses (blacklisted clauses)
the contract
on pain of forfeiting exernption

-

in

sales have expanded markedly.
Competition between makes is
very strong. Technical improve-

equipment suppliers selling their
products within the dealer's net- (contract covering products or
work, and the unilateral imposition services not provided for in
of unattainable sales targets on the block exemption Regulation,

ments and improvements in safety

dealers.

purchasing restrictions, remunera-

15 October
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- The draft

tion calculated by reference to

11

Regulation

the manufacturers' remuneration

the place of destinatioq etc.);
the dealer may eng"ge

provides that the manufacturer ofdealers depending on the place
may supply the relevant informa- of destination of the vehicle, will in

in any type of selling

the dealer, nor the manufacturer
can supply dealers outside the

independent future be prohibited.
- The dealer may advertise
repairers to allow them to carry
(though he may not make direct
out repairs.
3) Increasing consumers' mail contacts) outside his allotted

network.

choice

-

(including

leasing) of newvehicles but neither

2) Improved market

access

for component manufacturers and
for independent repairers:

-

The Regulation will in

future provide better protection for
the right of dealers to obtain supplies from independent suppliers of
spare parts that match the quality of
the contract products, and for the
right ofsuch suppliers to place their
trade mark or logo on the products.

tion to qualified

in

accordance with territory.

the principles of the

- In its regular review of
the Regulatiog the Commission
- A number of the previously
will gather the opinions of the
with
interested parties including that
made
mentioned changes
respect to dealers and compo- of consumer organisations. The
nent manufacturers will also new draft proposes a definition
result in greater choice for con- of sale that also covers
transactions which, though
sumers.
- Certain t)"ical practices not termed sale, in fact constidesigned to prevent parallel tute operations equivalent to
r
imports, such as differences in sale.
single

market:

BIACK SU REGIOTUL ENERGY CENTERTO BE SET

W

The European Commission and representatives of ten countries of the Black Sea reached an agreement
on the establishment of a Black Sea Regionat Energr Centre. This centre will be located in Bulgaria, at least
for an initial period of three years. Its principal task is to stimulate cooperation in the energr field.
This work is being carried under the framework of the EU's "Synerry Programme". The participating

Black Sea countries are: Armenia" Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Moldova, Romania, Russia,
Turkey, Ukraine.
European Surveyreportedearlier on thejoint EU andBlack Sea region countries conferenceon "New
Energy Realities in The Black Sea region" hEld in Greece at the end of May. That conferenoe was the lrst
time the EU and the members of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation Organization met at ministerial level.
The Central Asian States (Kazakhstan, KyrgSzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan participated as
observers).

The proceedings of the Conference were prepared by the Energy Directorate of the
European Commission. The aim is to strengthen energ5r policy coordination and opportunities in
investment, environment protection, security of supply and the implementation of the European
Energy

I

Charter.

EU ALLOUTES ECU55 MILLION FOR TRANSBORDER PRAIECT IN P.OLAND
The EU and the Polish Adtninistration have signed a financial memorandum linked to the
TRANSBORDER 94 Project which concems cross-border cooperation between Poland and Germony.
Individual projects include in particular the modemizttion of

slx

border crossings. Also technical

assistance and trainingwill be provided.

Also, wo* on up-grading rood and rail

linlcs between Berlin and Moscow is to be coordinated by

the EC and Germany, Polan4 Belarus and Russio. As well as the Polish-Getman linlcs, yiofiy
projects include a railway between Warsaw and the Polish/Belarus border and the crossing between
Poland and

Belarus.
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TrcMHERINEUROPE
STEEL SECTOR

RESTRUC.

of this strates/ is to put

sEong
pressure
so
that
on the Council
TTIRING PIJIN IN DIFFICULTY
respects
inter-institutional
it
the
There is a real danger that if agreement on raising own-

the EU steel industry will not
implement additional cuts in the
production capacities, thene:( "Indust4y'' Council to be held on 8
November would have to consider
the restructuring plan for steel
industry as 'delinltely dead". This
will mean that the plan's accompo-

resouroes from l.2Vo

financing mechanism, and what
directly oonoerns the central and
east

European countrieq the exter-

nal chapter.

In

"hundredsofmillion dollars" in the
form of new tariff concessions from

for further resources. The Parliament is likely to vote for a budget

the EU because of the enlargement

takingplace on

1

January.The new

Member States will then have to

dign their customs duties to the
EU 's e:Cernal tariff, which in
particular for Finland and Sweden
means raising a number of customs

raising own resources is duties (cars, semiconductors etc).
ratified. This, however, will This will be an increase which
directly concern Italy which under the GATT rules needs to
continues to block a rise in own- be compensated. US says that if
resourceg because ofthe demand

The European

the agreement on compensation
is not reached sulliciently early,
the US will take retaliatory
action.

quotas.

Par-

Tte second report deals
with a PHARE-t,"e assistance
programme for the Mediterranean. This also relates to exenter at the last moment with suf- Yugoslavia and ln particular
ficient offers for the closing of the incluslon of Croatia under
plan into force, but so far the offers
made by the industry staywell below 19 million tons. As we go to
press it is still believed that Italywill

capacities. Part of the delay in Italian offers was caused by the conclu-

Pharc (see article on the probable
start of negotiations with Croatia

sion of the legislative procedures

on a Trade and

Cooperation
linked to the granting of state aid to Agreement). The report is not in
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favor of extending PHARE grants

Croatia, because of that
countr/s attitude to hrrman rights,
but proposes specific PHARE
The European Parliament grants to bodies which in Croatia
is shaping its stratery on difficult fight for inter-ethnic dialogue,
negotiations with the Council freedom of press and other human
on the 1995 EU budget. The aim rights.

EU BTIDGET NEGOTIANONS

The United States demands

second part of
the strategr is to find solution

liament's Forergn Affairs ComIn fact only those restrlctlons mittee adopted two 1995 budget
whlch result from anffdumplng related reports for which the
actlons could be malntaine(, but vote on first reading will take
not those rcsultlngfrom the use of place on 7 October. One of
the:eports concerns financing
safc-guard clause.
It appears that the Council of the EU's Common Foreign
is ready to consider that total re- and Security Policy in which
ductions in the capacities amount- the Parliament will insist that
ing to at least 19 million tons are it controls expenditures related to
suflicient to put the restructuring CFSP.

the national steel industry.

U.S SEEI(S COMPENSANON
FOREU ENI.ARGEMENT

of GDP. The

practical terms this to repay ECU 600 million "unwould mean that tariff quotas duly perceived" under the milk
imposed on several types of steel
lmported from the Czech Republtc
and Slovakla should be abolished.

194

to l2lVo compensations amounting to

based on I 66iting of l.ZlVo
of GDP, which includes "frozen
palments" of ECU5% million,
nylng measurts are rtnoved. and which could be released
These accompanying measlues only when the decision on
were the social chapter of the plan,

15 October
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